"THREE EGGS, TWO BIRDS AND A KING"
TEACHER'S PACK

ON STAGE
VISION AND MISSION

On Stage was born to enrich educational processes
through cultural and artistic activities aiming to foster
creativity and love for the arts as part of society.
We want all actors involved in the educational
processes to have access to quality activities, which
are motivational and also help your students to achieve
a life-long learning experience
What can we offer?
Interactive Theatre plays in English and Spanish
Educational world music concerts
Creativity, drama resources and couch meditation for
groups
Music and science in schools, educational and
cultural institutions.
Impact advertising interventions for brands.
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WHAT WILL
YOU FIND IN
THE TEACHER’S
PACK?

In this teacher's pack you will be provided with
ideas and material about the play your students
will enjoy with the three C's creativity, concision
and cooperation. These three concepts will help
students to familiarise themselves with the plot,
characters and vocabulary while having fun in
the classroom.
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TRULLYWOOD
A GENERAL SYNOPSIS

The king of Trullywood retires. Ruling is too
much work for him. This kingdom is peculiar and
the throne is not inherited or won on the
battlefield; In this case anyone who wants to be
the next King or Queen can stop by the palace
and participate in the contest!
Will Samantha Frankenstin and her faithful
servant Igor get the throne? Will Victoria
Rochelefer and her legion of followers be the
new Queen? Or will the young Alfred have the
opportunity to leave the palace kitchen to rule
the kingdom? Find it out in this adventure about
honesty and the difficulty of not cheating!
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CHARACTERS
THE KING: He is an old and tired man who wants to leave his throne in the best hands
ALFRED: The clever, honest and helpful servant who feels an unconditional devotion to his
king. Alfred is ready to help and to serve at anytime.
SAMANTHA FRANKENSTIN: Samanta is a natural-born scientist. She loves creating new
formulas in her lab. She is also very ambitious.
IGOR: He serves his master Samantha by any means possible. He can be very unkind.
PET SELLER: He tries to give good advice to his customers.
VICTORIA ROCHELEFER: She is an influencer and she uses her followers to get want she
wants no matter what.
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KEY WORDS FOR UNDERSTANDING
TRULLYWOOD
NOUNS: Task list, assistant, candidates, announcement, contest, egg, lab, bird, pet cemetery,crown.
ADJETIVES: clever, honest, evil, delicate, expensive, cheap, fair, rich, enough
VERBS: to abdicate, to retire, to hatch, to cheat, to ruin, to frustrate, to set free, to cost
EXPRESSIONS: Can you do that? Can you go instead? To have experience, to take care of, I will do my best,
it's alive, how much is that?, to tell the truth.
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QUICK & EASY EXERCISES
1. Match each image with the corresponding word

2. Circle animals which hatch an egg
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1.
A WARM-UP ACTIVITY
AFTER READING WITH YOUR STUDENTS THE SYNOPSIS
AND THE CHARACTER DESCRIPTION, YOU CAN GIVE THEM
THE FOLLOWING TASKS IN PAIRS, OR IN SMALL OR LARGE
GROUPS.
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Explain to them that they are going to see a play in
English.
Ask them to write down any words they can think of
related to kings and queens,

MIND MAP
ACTIVITY
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They can use this Mind map online resource to create
their maps or draw it on a piece of paper,whiteboard…
Here are some questions to lead the activity:
Which are the most common ideas about kings
and queens?
How do they imagine kings and queens treat their
servants?
Do they like to play with castles and palaces? How
do they play? What kind of stories do they create?
Write down your students' feedback and summarise
their ideas. Eventually, wrap up the activity with the
most popular ideas among your students.
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2.
SCENE DESCRIPTION
A SHORT SYNOPSIS OF EVERY SCENE
KEYWORDS
KEY EXPRESSIONS
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SCENE ONE
A DAY IN THE PALACE

Like every morning Alfred addresses the king
with respect and devotion. Like every morning
Alfred tells the king the things to be done
throughout the day. But this morning the king
feels upset, he does not want to do his tasks
anymore so he asks Alfred to do it all.
After that, the king realises that the best thing
to do is to abdicate. He has an idea to have a
contest in order to find a new king or queen!
Key Words: task list, assistant, to abdicate, to
retire, to be tired, contest, candidate,
announcement, egg, to hatch,
Key Expressions: Can you do that? Can you go
instead? People of Trullywood, to take care of,
to keep warm, to know the job, to have
experience.
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SCENE TWO
THE CANDIDATES' RECEPTION

The announcement has been made and the
candidates to the crown arrive at the palace.
They introduce themselves and also give their
reasons about why they should be king or
queen. The king asks them to take care of an
egg, make it hatch and bring back to the palace
the most beautiful bird.
Key Words: scientist, evil, intelligence, to cheat,
fair, honest, rich, hashtag, followers, tiktok,
crown, Instagram, profile, billionaire,effort,
empathy.
Key Expressions: to rule over, good government,
people’s needs, I’ll do my best, to work for me
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SCENE THREE
THE LAB

Samantha Frankestin is at her lab with Igor, her
faithful assistant. After trying a few times to
hatch her egg, she gets bored and decides to
create a new bird with her potions and some
animal parts that they will collect from the pet
cemetery. They will bring a strange creation to
life. Samantha is not happy with her creation so
she sends Igor to ruin the other candidates'
eggs.
Key Words: whip, pet cemetery, grave, pieces,
brain, heart, feathers, electricity, laboratory, to
ruin, to frustrate.
Key Expressions: to get bored, it's alive, to
collect pieces, to ruin everything.
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SCENE FOUR
ROCHELEFER AT THE PET
SHOP

Victoria Rochelefer is very busy interacting with
her followers in her social media life. She does
not to want to waste her time hatching an egg.
Meanwhile Igor is observing her, he meets her
accidentally and suggests going to the pet
shop instead of waiting for the egg to hatch.
She finally goes to the shop
Key Words: Pet shop, seller, million, billion,
dozen, delicate, expensive, cheap, enough,
price, to cost.
Key Expressions: How much is that? May I pay in
cash? May I pay by card?,to set free.
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SCENE FIVE
ALFRED'S ATTEMPT

After ruining Rockelefer's egg, Igor goes to
meet Alfred. He tries to tempt him to cheat.
However, Alfred is very honest and loyal to the
crown so he decides to tell the truth. He tries so
many times to hatch the egg without success.
Alfred knows that the best idea is to tell the
king that he could not hatch his egg. Igor
celebrates his idea
Key Words: dishwasher, concert, to sing, to
carry, take responsibility, to sit on,
Key Expressions: Have you ever? Let me carry it,
be careful, to be honest, to tell the truth.
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SCENE SIX
THE NEW KING/QUEEN IN THE
PALACE

The day to show their results has come. The
three candidates arrive at the palace. Samantha
and Victoria show their birds but Alfred shows
his unhatched egg.
The king explains to everyone that the three
eggs were plastic eggs so they could not hatch.
His intention was to test the honesty of the
candidates. The only one who tells the truth is
Alfred so he is the new elected king. Long live
the new king!
Key Words: congratulations, celebration, to
choose, to leave.
Key Expressions: this means nothing to me, fake
egg, to become, congratulations, here and
forever more
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ACTIVITY
PROPOSAL
LET'S PRACTICE
ONLINE
AND
INTERACT!

We have created an INTERACTIVE LESSON
that may help your students to prepare the
show. Click this link to get to this pick and go
material. Remember to review all the
interactive icons and explore all the content
before using it in the classroom.
It will take around 30 minutes and your students
will be able to interact with the document, play
and research online.

ENJOY AND LEARN!
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Thank you very much!
We hope you enjoy the show
Please follow us!
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